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Intangible Heritage and the Museum 2016-06-16
in this comparative international study marilena alivizatou investigates the relationship between museums and the
new concept of intangible heritage she charts the rise of intangible heritage within the global sphere of un cultural
policy and explores its implications both in terms of international politics and with regard to museological practice
and critical theory using a grounded ethnographic methodology alivizatou examines intangible heritage in the local
complexities of museum and heritage work in oceania the americas and europe this multi sited cross cultural
approach highlights key challenges currently faced by cultural institutions worldwide in understanding and
presenting this form of heritage

The Politics of Heritage Management in Mali 2016-06-16
the unesco world heritage site of djenné in modern day mali is exalted as an enduring wonder of the ancient african
world by archaeologists anthropologists state officials architects and travel writers in this revealing study the author
critically examines how the politics of heritage management conservation and authenticity play essential roles in
the construction of djenné s past and its appropriation for contemporary purposes despite its great renown the
majority of local residents remain desperately poor and while most are proud of their cultural heritage they are
often troubled by the limitations it places on their day to day living conditions joy argues for a more critical
understanding of this paradox and urges us all to reconsider the moral and philosophical questions surrounding the
ways in which we use the past in the present

New Heritage 2007-11-14
the use of new media in the service of cultural heritage is a fast growing field known variously as virtual or digital
heritage new heritage under this denomination broadens the definition of the field to address the complexity of
cultural heritage such as the related social political and economic issues this book is a collection of 20 key essays of
authors from 11 countries representing a wide range of professions including architecture philosophy history
cultural heritage management new media museology and computer science which examine the application of new
media to cultural heritage from a different points of view issues surrounding heritage interpretation to the public
and the attempts to capture the essence of both tangible buildings monuments and intangible customs rituals
cultural heritage are investigated in a series of innovative case studies

European Cultural Heritage 2002-01-01
the publication is the first in a new series on existing and innovative paradigms in heritage studies the series aims
at systematising and developing the academic discourse on heritage which has yielded a wealth and breadth of
contributions over the past few years the publication offers its own emphasis by developing heritage studies with a
perspective towards and as a contribution to human development it thus offers a vision for the construction and
establishment of a new discipline the academic mainsprings and research interests of this repositioning of heritage
studies as an academic discipline are discussed by internationally renowned thinkers and heritage practitioners the
publication thus establishes first important points for discussion central to this publication are questions concerning
the sustainable protection and use of heritage focussing on the world cultural heritage and intangible cultural
heritage but equally questions on the relation of heritage and memory and how these could mutually enrich our
understanding of heritage

Understanding Heritage 2013-04-30
discussion of the issues surrounding the destruction of cultural property in times of conflict has become a key issue
for debate around the world this book provides an historical statement as of 1st march 2006 concerning the
destruction of the cultural heritage in iraq in a series of chapters it outlines the personal stories of a number of
individuals who were and in most cases continue to be involved these individuals are involved at all levels and
come from various points along the political spectrum giving a rounded and balanced perspective so easily lost in
single authored reports it also provides the first views written by iraqis on the situation of archaeology in iraq under
saddam and an overview and contextualisation of the issues surrounding the looting theft and destruction of the
archaeological sites the iraqi national museum and the libraries in baghdad since the war was launched in 2003
beyond this it examines our attitudes towards the preservation of cultural and heritage resources and in particular
the growing political awareness of their importance although related to a single conflict taking place at a specific
time in history the relevance of this work goes far beyond these self imposed boundaries peter stone is professor of
heritage studies and head of school of arts and cultures at newcastle university joanne farchakh bajjaly is a
lebanese archaeologist and middle east correspondent for the french magazine archéologia

The Destruction of Cultural Heritage in Iraq 2008
the digital age has had a profound effect on our cultural heritage and the academic research that studies it
staggering amounts of objects many of them of a textual nature are being digitised to make them more readily
accessible to both experts and laypersons besides a vast potential for more effective and efficient preservation
management and presentation digitisation offers opportunities to work with cultural heritage data in ways that were
never feasible or even imagined to explore and exploit these possibilities an interdisciplinary approach is needed
bringing together experts from cultural heritage the social sciences and humanities on the one hand and
information technology on the other due to a prevalence of textual data in these domains language technology has
a crucial role to play in this endeavour language technology can break through the google barrier by offering the
potential to analyse texts at advanced levels extracting information and knowledge at the level of the humanities or
social sciences researcher who wants to know about the who what where and when but also the how and the why
at the same time cultural heritage data poses considerable challenges for existing language technology technology
aimed at generic language has to face such disparate problems as historical language variation ocr digitisation
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errors and near extinct academic expertise this book is primarily intended for researchers in information technology
and language processing who would like to receive a state of the art overview of the whole breadth of the new and
vibrant field of language technology for cultural heritage and its associated academic research in the humanities
and social sciences researchers working in the target domains of cultural heritage the social sciences and
humanities will also find this book useful as it provides an overview of how language technology can help them with
their information needs the book covers applications ranging from pre processing and data cleaning to the
adaptation and compilation of linguistic resources to personalisation narrative analysis visualisation and retrieval

Language Technology for Cultural Heritage 2011-07-07
struggles over the meaning of the past are common in postcolonial states state cultural heritage programs build
monuments to reinforce in nation building efforts often supported by international organizations and tourist dollars
these efforts often ignore the other often more troubling memories preserved by local communities markers of
colonial oppression cultural genocide and ethnic identity yet as the contributors to this volume note questions of
memory heritage identity and conservation are interwoven at the local ethnic national and global level and cannot
be easily disentangled in a fascinating series of cases from west africa anthropologists archaeologists and art
historians show how memory and heritage play out in a variety of postcolonial contexts settings range from
televised ritual performances in mali to monument conservation in djenne and slavery memorials in ghana

Reclaiming Heritage 2016-06-03
this book provides an overview of various challenges and contemporary research activities in cultural heritage
information focusing particularly on the cultural heritage content types their characteristic and digitization
challenges cultural heritage content organization and access issues users and usability as well as various policy and
sustainability issues associated with digital cultural heritage information systems and services cultural heritage
information the first book in the peer reviewed i research series contains eleven chapters that have been
contributed by seventeen leading academics from six countries the book begins with an introductory chapter that
provides a brief overview of the topic of digital cultural heritage information with the subsequent chapters
addressing specific issues and research activities in this topic the ordering of the chapters moves from scene
setting on policies and infrastructures through considerations of interaction access and objects through to concrete
system implementations the book concludes by looking forward to issues around sustainability in the widest sense
that are necessary to think about in order to maximize the availability and longevity of our digital cultural heritage
the key topics covered are managing digital cultural heritage information digital humanities and digital cultural
heritage alt history and future directions management of cultural heritage information policies and practices
cultural heritage information artefacts and digitization technologies metadata in cultural contexts from manga to
digital archives in linked open data environment managing cultural heritage information systems architecture
cultural heritage information users and usability a framework for classifying and comparing interactions in cultural
heritage information systems semantic access and exploration in cultural heritage digital libraries supporting
exploration and use of digital cultural heritage materials the paths perspective cultural heritage information
services sustainability issues readership this will be essential reading for researchers in information science
specifically in the areas of digital libraries digital humanities and digital culture it will also be useful for practitioners
and students in these areas who want to know the different research issues and challenges and learn how they
have been handled in course of various research projects in these areas

Cultural Heritage Information 2015-02-12
is there a universal right to the free expression and preservation of cultural heritage and if so where is that right
articulated and how can it be protected no corner of today s world has escaped the effects of globalization for
better or worse this volume addresses a deeply political aspect of heritage preservation and management as it
relates to human rights

Cultural Heritage and Human Rights 2008-10-14
wide ranging essays on intangible cultural heritage with a focus on its negotiation its value and how to protect it

Safeguarding Intangible Cultural Heritage 2012
in the third issue of the j paul getty trust occasional papers in cultural heritage policy series authors helen frowe
and derek matravers pivot from the earlier tone of the series in discussing the appropriate response to attacks on
cultural heritage with their paper conflict and cultural heritage a moral analysis of the challenges of heritage
protection while frowe and matravers acknowledge the importance of cultural heritage they assert that we must
more carefully consider the complex moral dimensions the inevitable serious consequences to human beings before
formulating policy to forcefully protect it a number of writers and thinkers working on the problem of preserving the
world s most treasured monuments sites and objects today cite what frowe and matravers call extrinsic and
intrinsic justifications for the protection of cultural heritage these are arguments that maintain that protecting
heritage will be a key means to achieve other important goals like the prevention of genocide or arguments that
heritage deserves to be forcefully protected for its own sake frowe and matravers deconstruct both types of
justifications demonstrating a lack of clear evidence for a causal relationship between the destruction of cultural
heritage and atrocities like genocide and arguing that the defense of heritage must not be treated with the same
weight or urgency or according to the same international policies as the defense of human lives by calling for
expanded theory and empirical data and the consideration of morality in the crafting of international policy vis à vis
cultural heritage protection frowe and matravers present a thoughtful critique that enriches this important series
and adds to the ongoing dialogue in the field
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Conflict and Cultural Heritage 2019-10-15
urban regeneration is often regarded as the process of renewal or redevelopment of spaces and places there is a
need to look at tourism and urban regeneration with a particular focus on cultural heritage cultural heritage consists
of tangible heritage such as historic buildings and intangible heritage such as events the wider need and impact for
such work is that places plan for change to keep up with the shifts in demand in the global economy in order for
places to maintain a competitive advantage moreover places need to keep up with the pace of global change or
they risk stagnation and decline as increased competition is resulting in increased opportunities and choice for
consumers each chapter in this book explores a specific form of cultural heritage that is driving change in urban
spaces intended for a wide readership the book will appeal to students of urban studies human geography heritage
studies and international tourism management as well as experts conducting research in and across these areas

Tourism, Cultural Heritage and Urban Regeneration 2020-04-01
the heritage of war is an interdisciplinary study of the ways in which heritage is mobilized in remembering war and
in reconstructing landscapes political systems and identities after conflict it examines the deeply contested nature
of war heritage in a series of places and contexts highlighting the modes by which governments communities and
individuals claim validity for their own experiences of war and the meanings they attach to them from colonizing
violence in south america to the united states civil war the second world war on three continents genocide in
rwanda and continuing divisions in europe and the middle east these studies bring us closer to the very processes
of heritage production the heritage of war uncovers the histories of heritage it charts the constant social and
political construction of heritage sites over time by a series of different agents and explores the continuous
reworking of meaning into the present what are the forces of contingency agency and political power that produce
define and sustain the heritage of war how do particular versions of the past and particular identities gain
legitimacy while others are marginalised in this book contributors explore the active work by which heritage is
produced and reproduced in a series of case studies of memorialization battlefield preservation tourism
development private remembering and urban reconstruction these are the acts of making sense of war they are
acts that continue long after violent conflict itself has ended

The Heritage of War 2011-08-16
this book analyses the economic and financial profiles of heritage assets as tourist attractions offering both
theoretical insights methods and global empirical examples it considers how heritage assets can create economic
and social value for a region it offers an analysis of micro and macroeconomic characteristics of heritage assets and
their financial management the importance of innovation in light of technological and market transformations is
considered as well as the sustainable management of heritage assets environmentally and in terms of sustainable
tourism the book delves into the financial assessment of heritage assets with a focus on evaluation models the
technique of project financing and wealth management in the art sector these topics are illustrated with cases
studies of heritage assets managed as tourist attractions to outline successful management strategies the book
draws on examples from a range of sites and locations across italy spain the united kingdom new zealand and the
united states to show how heritage assets can be an economic stimulus for the development of local economies the
book will be of interest to academics and students at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels in the fields of
tourism economics cultural studies and environmental studies

INDIAN CULTURAL HERITAGE 2020-07-26
it is the third issue of the international scientific journal european scientific e journal czech republic there are 9
scientific works of the scientists and researchers from china czech poland bulgaria and russia in the field of cultural
heritage

The Economics and Finance of Cultural Heritage 2020-12-06
this book explores a variety of heritage dialogues from global and specific approaches combining different views
perceptions and senses following the first volume on latin american heritage as published in this book series in
2019 this new volume focuses on music dance and railway heritage considering artistic archaeological natural
ethnological and industrial aspects it is divided into four thematic sections 1 parties and cultural heritage 2 railway
heritage and museums 3 archaeological heritage and tourism and 4 cultural landscape and tourism and presents
chapters on a diverse range of topics from samba and cultural identities in rio de janeiro and london to the
musealization of railway assets the history of antarctic archaeology the value of scenic landscapes and urban
memory in spain and the cultural landscape of brazil this unique book explores a variety of heritage dialogues
pursuing global and specific approaches and combining different views perceptions and senses including video
fragments

Eurasia: current issues of cultural heritage 2021-04-16
cultural heritage and tourism in africa examines the multiple and diverse manifestations of cultural heritage based
tourism in africa from a regional social science and sustainability perspective this book delivers a comprehensive
treatise on the interdependent concepts of cultural heritage and tourism heritage is one of the most pervasive
tourism assets worldwide and lies at the foundations of tourism in many localities including africa however despite
its salience there has not been a systematic examination of africa s heritage resources markets policies practices
successes and challenges in a tourism framework despite the continent s immense heritage value this book reviews
the different types of heritages that pervade the cultural environment of africa and comprises its vast
heritagescapes it also examines the increasing potential for the growth of heritage tourism throughout the entire
continent the contributions in this volume delve into current thinking about space and place and their effects on
heritage mobilities globalization colonialism and indigeneity conflict identity and nation building connections with
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other regions through migration and the slave trade and a greater emphasis on the ordinary heritage of africa
which has long been ignored by tourism scholars and industry representatives the chapters herein are authored by
africa specialists most being from africa offering a truly african perspective the chapters are conceptually rigorous
and empirically rich with examples from all regions of the african continent this unparalleled interdisciplinary
glimpse at cultural heritage and tourism in africa delivers strong value and is a vital resource for all students and
researchers of tourism cultural studies heritage studies geography anthropology sociology history and global
studies

Festivals and Heritage in Latin America 2023-03-13
in this comparative international study marilena alivizatou investigates the relationship between museums and the
new concept of intangible heritage she charts the rise of intangible heritage within the global sphere of un cultural
policy and explores its implications both in terms of international politics and with regard to museological practice
and critical theory using a grounded ethnographic methodology alivizatou examines intangible heritage in the local
complexities of museum and heritage work in oceania the americas and europe this multi sited cross cultural
approach highlights key challenges currently faced by cultural institutions worldwide in understanding and
presenting this form of heritage

Cultural Heritage and Tourism in Africa 2016-06-16
explores how the everyday experiences of children and their imaginative and creative worlds are collected
interpreted and displayed in museums and on monuments and represented through objects and cultural lore

Intangible Heritage and the Museum 2012-12-31
this book presents strategies and models for cultural heritage enhancement from a multidisciplinary perspective it
discusses identifying historical current and possible future models for the revival and enhancement of cultural
heritage taking into consideration three factors respect for the inherited contemporary and sustainable future
development the goal of the research is to contribute to the enhancement of past cultural heritage renovation and
enhancement methods improve the methods of spatial protection of heritage and contribute to the development of
the local community through the use of cultural and in particular architectural heritage cultural heritage is
perceived primarily through conservation but that comes with limitations if heritage is perceived and experienced
solely through conservation it becomes a static object it needs to be made an active subject which implies life in
heritage as well as new purposes and new life for abandoned heritage heritage can be considered as a resource
that generates revenue for itself and for the sustainability of the local community to achieve this it should be
developed in accordance with contemporary needs and technological achievements but on scientifically based and
professional criteria and on sustainable models the research presented in this book is based on the approach of
heritage urbanism in a combination of experiments case studies and theory

Gagok(UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity Series)(양장본
HardCover) 2013
the protection of cultural property during times of armed conflict and social unrest has been an on going challenge
for military forces throughout the world even after the ratification and implementation of the 1954 hague
convention and its two protocols by participating nations this volume provides a series of case studies and lessons
learned to assess the current status of cultural property protection cpp and the military and use that information to
rethink the way forward the contributors are all recognized experts in the field of military cpp or cultural heritage
and conflict and all are actively engaged in developing national and international solutions for the protection and
conservation of these non renewable resources and the intangible cultural values that they represent

Children, Childhood and Cultural Heritage 2019-01-28
this book presents a detailed analysis of the different approaches and measures for implementing the requirements
of unesco s 2003 convention on safeguarding intangible cultural heritage the convention and a practical
interpretation of that treaty based on the experience of states parties and other primary actors the book considers
the interests of multiple stakeholders and takes account of how the convention interacts with other international
law regimes pertaining to both human rights and sustainable development

Cultural Urban Heritage 2021-03-10
the work of the council of europe in the field of cultural heritage has increasingly emphasised an integrated
approach that combines the promotion and protection of cultural diversity democratic governance and democratic
innovation this publication on the technical co operation and consultancy programme tccp not only presents an
overview of the council of europe s work in the field of cultural heritage over the last 40 years but also lays out the
evolutionary progression of the organisation s work in this field offering a comprehensive analysis of its activities
and demonstrating the role of heritage in revitalisation and sustainable development the analysis presents three
main perspectives monuments and sites historic towns and territories through the processes and results of major
heritage projects conducted within the tccp in association with the european commission since 2003 it is hoped that
the experience and methodologies of the tccp will provide insight for future initiatives capitalising on the
opportunity to situate heritage in transversal projects that address major contemporary issues such as demographic
change migration socio economic crises and climate change
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The UNESCO Training Manual for the Protection of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage in Latin America and the Caribbean 2002
this handbook provides a cutting edge study of the fast developing field of international law on the protection of
cultural heritage by taking stock of the recent developments and of the core concepts and current challenges the
legal protection of cultural heritage has come under renewed focus from the international community and states
since the 1990s this is evidenced by the adoption of a range of international instruments countries are also
enacting cultural heritage legislation or overhauling existing laws within their own national territory contributions
address the protection of immovable and movable tangible and intangible cultural heritage in peacetime and in the
event of armed conflict as well as the interaction between specific regimes of cultural heritage protection with other
fields of international law including international criminal law human rights and humanitarian law environmental law
international trade investments and intellectual property the last part of the handbook covers diverse regional
systems of heritage protection

European Cultural Heritage 2013-05-15
intellectual property cultural property and intangible cultural heritage examines various notions of property in
relation to intangible cultural heritage and discusses how these ideas are employed in rights discourses by
governments and indigenous and local communities around the world there is a strong historical dimension to the
book s exploration of the interconnection between intellectual and cultural property intangible cultural heritage and
indigenous rights discourses unesco conventions discussions in the world intellectual property organization wipo the
convention on biological diversity and the recent emphasis on intangible cultural heritage have provided various
discourses and models the volume explores these developments as well as recent cases of conflicts and cross
border disputes about heritage using case studies from asia europe and australia to scrutinize the key issues
intellectual property cultural property and intangible cultural heritage will be essential reading for scholars and
students engaged in the study of heritage law history anthropology and cultural studies

Cultural Heritage in the Crosshairs 2023-11-03
the legal protection of the underwater cultural heritage is a field in which there is growing international interest
shipwrecks and other underwater cultural remains in every maritime zone are threatened both by activities directed
at them such as treasure hunting and by activities incidentally affecting them such as mineral exploration and
exploitation pipeline and cable laying dredging and fishing since the first edition of this collection published in 1999
the urgent need for an international legal framework to regulate these activities has been formally recognised by
the adoption in 2001 of the unesco convention on the protection of the underwater cultural heritage while the
prospects for this convention remain uncertain it will undoubtedly have a profound influence on national laws and
practice in this field this second collection of essays examines the present state of law policy and practice in sixteen
different jurisdictions around the world in light of the 2001 convention among other things the viewpoint of each
jurisdiction in respect of the convention is considered and the impact that the convention is already having and is
likely to have in the future is explored eight of the essays are entirely new and several additional jurisdictions are
covered finland the federated states of micronesia the netherlands new zealand and norway the other essays have
been thoroughly updated and revised to take account of the convention the contributors come from a variety of
backgrounds but all have specialist knowledge and experience of their particular jurisdiction and a keen interest in
the field

Safeguarding Intangible Cultural Heritage 2018-02-14
the basic problem is to what extent we can know past and mainly invisible landscapes and how we can use this still
hidden knowledge for actual sustainable management of landscape s cultural and historical values it has also been
acknowledged that heritage management is increasingly about the management of future change rather than
simply protection this presents us with a paradox to preserve our historic environment we have to collaborate with
those who wish to transform it and in order to apply our expert knowledge we have to make it suitable for policy
and society the answer presented by the protection and development of the dutch archaeological historical
landscape programme pdl bbo is an integrative landscape approach which applies inter and transdisciplinarity
establishing links between archaeological historical heritage and planning and between research and policy

An integrated approach to cultural heritage 2020-07-30
this book explores the international legal framework developed by unesco to identify and protect world heritage
and its implementation at the national level drawing on close policy analysis of unesco s major documents
extensive professional experience at unesco as well as in depth analyses of case studies from asia europe and latin
america sophia labadi offers a nuanced discussion of the constitutive role of national understandings of a
universalist framework the discussion departs from considerations of the world heritage convention as eurocentric
and offers a more complex analysis of how official narratives relating to non european and non traditional heritage
mark a subversion of a dominant and canonical european representation of heritage it engages simultaneously with
a diversity of discourses across the humanities and social sciences and with related theories pertaining not only to
tangible and intangible heritage conservation and archaeology but also political science social theory tourism and
development studies economics cultural and gender studies in doing so it provides a critical review of many key
concepts including tourism development sustainability intangible heritage and authenticity

The Oxford Handbook of International Cultural Heritage Law
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2017-12-06
intellectual property cultural property and intangible cultural heritage examines various notions of property in
particular cultural property and intellectual property and how they are employed in rights discourses by indigenous
and local communities around the world

Intellectual Property, Cultural Property and Intangible Cultural
Heritage 2006-06-30
for many people the term rock art is full of mystery yet it refers to wh t may be the oldest form of human artistic
endeavor depictions and symbols on rock surfaces exist on all continents and from all eras dating back perhaps
more than forty thousand years rock paintings and engravings can be found from the arctic circle to the tip of south
america from the caves of southern france to the des rts of the american southwest ranging from simple etchings
on isolated stones to elaborate scenes in celebrated prehistoric caves from splendid animal and human figures to
sexual religious and geometrical forms millions of images throughout the world testify to the worldviews of
traditional peoples many of them long vanished world rock art discusses the discovery of rock art by the west
profiles important sites explains how the art was made and considers how it can be dated it then explores the
meanings of these often enigmatic images and discusses their significance today a final chapter reviews initiatives
underway to preserve this remarkable heritage book jacket

The Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage 2010
the bibliotheca alexandrina was launched with great fanfare in the 1990s a project of unesco and the egyptian
government to recreate the glory of the alexandria library and museion of the ancient world the project and its
timing were curious it coincided with scholarship moving away from the dominance of the western tradition it
privileged alexandria s greek heritage over 1500 years of islamic scholarship and it established an island for the
cultural elite in an urban slum beverley butler s ethnography of the project explores these contradictions and the
challenges faced by egyptian and international scholars in overcoming them her critique of the underlying
foundational concepts and values behind the library is of equal importance a nuanced postcolonial examination of
memory cultural revival and homecoming in this she draws upon a wide array of thinkers freud derrida said and
bernal among others butler s book will be of great value to museologists historians archaeologists cultural scholars
and heritage professionals

The Cultural Landscape & Heritage Paradox 2013
this paper investigates issues around cultural diversity and globalisation cultural industries the establishment of a
cultural observatory and the use of community arts centres all of these areas of inquiry require an understanding of
cultural heritage the heritage sector and heritage policy the media advertising publishing printing and packaging
sector also requires an audit of the heritage sector in order to develop a strategy for training in the sector including
learner ships

UNESCO, Cultural Heritage, and Outstanding Universal Value 2018
how we understand our shared and individual heritage interpret and disseminate that knowledge is increasingly
central to contemporary society the emerging context for such development is the field of heritage science
inherently interdisciplinary and involving both the arts and humanities engineering conservation and the digital
sciences the development of heritage science is a driver for change socially economically and technically this book
has gathered contributions from leading researchers from across the world and provides a series of themed
contributions demonstrating the theoretical ethical methodological and technical methods which lie at the heart of
heritage science archaeology conservation museology the arts forensic sciences and heritage management are
represented through collaborative research with specialists in applied technologies including object and terrestrial
laser scanning multi spectral imaging visualisation gis and 3d printing together the chapters present important case
studies to demonstrate the recent advances and best practise within the discipline highlighting the value of digital
transformation across the heritage community that includes objects monuments sites and landscapes spanning two
million years of natural and cultural history from all over the world visual heritage digital approaches in heritage
science is aimed at a broad academic and practice led readership which extends across many disciplines and will be
of considerable value to scholars practitioners and students working within heritage and computer science at all
levels the content which applies heritage science across two million years of cultural history will be appreciated by
a general audience as well as those wishing simply to explore the vast range of potential technical applications
across all the disciplines represented in the book

Intellectual Property, Cultural Property and Intangible Cultural
Heritage 2002

World Rock Art 2016-07-01

Return to Alexandria 2004
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Lasers in the Preservation of Cultural Heritage 1980

Kiziba, the Cultural Heritage of an Old African Kingdom 2003

Protecting Our Cultural Capital 2022-04-05

Visual Heritage: Digital Approaches in Heritage Science
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